The difficulties of the public and private art and life. The unending need for, and demanding weight of a tradition and homage to poets alive and dead. To Daddy I think, though I didn't believe it, you were my airhole, and resigned perhaps from the Navy to be an airhole? 
Lowell moves in his Life Studies poem on Crane beyond the situation of Whitman
and Crane (note the painful puns in 'lay" and "board") and against those who would be bored by Crane's story to the only rightful relationship which Lowell as poet and we as readers can assume?the lover who will give what love was denied to Crane in his lifetime. And it is at this juncture that love and fame become explicitly connected. That this poem happens to be written as a sonnet strategically joins it to all those unrhymed and often rhymed sonnets of loving homage, and about love and fame, which occupy so large a space in the Notebook poems.
Lowell sympathizes with and yet rejects the voyeurism and inversion of love in Whitman and Crane. But these things also concerned him in " I could live such a too long time with mine. In the end, every hypochondriac is his own prophet. Before the final coming to rest, comes the rest of all transcendence in a mode of being, stopping all becoming. I'm for and with myself in my otherness, in the eternal return of earth's fairer children, the lily, the rose, the sun on dusk and brick, the loved, the lover, and their fear of life, Lowell manages here a meditative, dramatic stock-taking which reaches toward the discovery of elegy and lyric as one. The last two lines extend and complicate the tensions which inform the entire poem, while moving from rhetorical ques tion to some dynamic point of rest. The poem is at once private and public, and it establishes love at the expense neither of inconsistency nor of resistance to 
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